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Evaluating midrange storage systems

Buyer’s checklist: Midrange storage
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Special factors to consider

Midrange systems account for about 
half of all storage array purchases. 
And today’s midrange storage products
now boast features that were previously
only available on high-end arrays. 
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Buyer’s Checklist:



IDRANGE STORAGE SYSTEMS have been the dominant class of
storage arrays for many years. Straddling low-end arrays 
and high-end enterprise systems, these iSCSI, Fibre Channel
(FC) and network-attached storage (NAS) systems range
from just a few terabytes of capacity to hundreds of terabytes,

with prices starting as low as $20,000 and climbing to several hundred thou-
sands of dollars. They include many of the features, such as replication and
snapshots, that were once only available on high-end enterprise products.
As a result, the midrange array segment has been able to expand into the
lower reaches of the high-end storage market.

“Midrange arrays are growing into the enterprise space and the high
end disappears into a smaller market; in other words, we’re seeing a 
marginalization of the real high end,” said Mark Peters, a senior analyst 
at Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG) in Milford, Mass. Offered by both large
storage vendors that also sell high-end storage systems and smaller 
vendors, there’s a wide variety of midrange offerings that differ greatly 
in architecture, scalability, expandability, performance and features.
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Midrange storage systems account
for approximately half of all storage
array purchases. It’s a very crowded
field, with systems boasting features
that were previously only available
on high-end arrays. There’s more
choice than ever, so effectively
matching your needs with a 
system’s capabilities is critical.
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Dual-controller vs. Scale-out storage systems: The traditional midrange array archi-
tecture consists of a pair of active-active storage controllers for high availability.
These systems scale by boosting controller performance or by replacing existing
controllers with better performing ones. Contemporary dual-controller arrays 
differ significantly in the way they can scale IOPS, throughput and capacity, 
and you should have a good understanding of their scalability options to avoid
unpleasant and costly surprises in the future.

While some midrange arrays require replacing the entire controller to get to
the next performance level, others have options to add hardware such as cache
to existing controllers. You need to consider scaling issues such as: 

• What other array components besides the controllers have to be replaced 
and at what cost?

• What are the different controller configurations?
• How much cache, how many CPUs, and what number and type of ports are

available in the different controller configurations?

These are all relevant questions,
as they expose the scalability of
the storage system you may be
investing in.

Notwithstanding the afore-
mentioned scalability options, 
the greatest shortcoming of dual-
controller arrays is scalability. A
forklift upgrade is often the only
option to get to the next perform-
ance level. That’s why the data
storage industry is slowly moving
away from vertically scaled dual-
controller architectures toward multinode scale-out designs that scale by simply
adding nodes. “Dual-controller systems are more and more replaced by scale-out
systems; we’re seeing a desire to make storage scalable in all aspects,” said Greg
Schulz, founder and senior analyst at Stillwater, Minn.-based StorageIO Group.

This trend has accelerated in the past 12 months as several leading storage
vendors have added scale-out midrange storage systems to their product portfolios,
either through acquisitions or by enhancing existent systems. The scalability
benefits of a scale-out storage system and the ability to grow it from a two- or
three-node entry-level system to a multiple-node high-end storage system are
tremendous. Scale-out architectures enable a more cost-efficient storage infra-
structure by greatly reducing expensive technology refreshes and forklift upgrades,
while making it relatively easy to accommodate new performance requirements.
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“Dual-controller systems are
more and more replaced by
scale-out systems; we’re seeing
a desire to make storage 
scalable in all aspects.”

—GREG SCHULZ, founder and 
senior analyst, StorageIO Group
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NAS systems are moving at a quicker pace to scale-out architectures than
their midrange block-based counterparts, an observation supported by leading
midrange NAS products having already moved beyond dual-controller systems 
to multinode configurations. At a slower pace, the same is happening with block-
based midrange arrays where several large data storage vendors now offer dual-
controller and scale-out midrange block-based storage systems side by side.

Protocol support: You need to determine if your new array should support block
storage or if your file storage needs are greater. This issue has vexed storage
managers since NAS filers became popular in the mid-1990s. After all, file-based
content is by far the most prevalent type of content in today’s enterprises. But
you also need to consider the databases and transactional systems that perform
better on block-based storage. And if you need an array from which you can 
provision storage to servers, block-based storage is indispensible. 

One solution to this problem is to get both block and file in the same box.
A NAS gateway placed in front of block-based storage is one option to enable

it with CIFS and NFS file-system protocols. It requires purchasing and maintaining
an additional system, and NAS gateways are prone to becoming performance
bottlenecks because all CIFS and
NAS traffic has to traverse them
to get to the file-based content on
the back-end block-based storage.

Another option is to get a stor-
age system that supports both
file-system protocols (NFS and
CIFS) and block-based protocols
(FC and iSCSI). The single-system
approach has been around for 
approximately five years and is gaining popularity. Commenting on this latest 
development, ESG’s Peters said: “2011 is the year in which unified storage has 
become a given requirement.”

This also reflects a trend in midrange storage systems to become more agile
in the protocols they support. Ideally, you should start with a system that supports
a given protocol such as iSCSI, and leverage or upgrade to Fibre Channel, Fibre
Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) or file-system protocols when needed. Protocol support
varies greatly in contemporary arrays; some arrays support only iSCSI, others iSCSI
and FC, while still others support iSCSI and/or FC and file-system protocols. “What
matters are the protocols that are important to you,” StorageIO’s Schulz said,
downplaying the significance of systems that support many different protocols.

Disk choices: At a minimum, midrange storage systems should support high-
performance FC or SAS drives, as well as high-capacity but slower SATA or near-
line-SAS drives. With the impending end-of-life of FC drives, SAS drives are now
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“2011 is the year in which
unified storage has become 
a given requirement.”

—MARK PETERS, senior analyst, 
Enterprise Strategy Group
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KEY FEATURE

Architecture

Supported storage 
protocols

Unified storage 
support

Support for both 
high-performance 
and high-capacity 
disks within a 
single enclosure

Solid-state drive 
(SSD) support

Fully redundant 
system

RAID options

Data protection 
options

Thin 
technologies

Data reduction 
technologies

Virtualization

Ease of 
management

YOUR OPTIONS

• Vertically scaled dual-controller systems
• Multinode scale-out systems that scale by adding nodes

• Block-based protocol support (iSCSI, FC, FCoE) 
enables assigning volumes and LUNs to servers; 
suited for all kinds of data, including transactional 
applications and databases

• NAS protocols (CIFS and NFS) for file-based content; 
limited for applications beyond file sharing

• A storage system that supports both file system 
and block-based storage protocols if both are 
required 

• Complement a block-storage system with a NAS 
gateway; requires additional system; potential 
performance issues

• Run two independent storage systems; most 
expensive option

• SAS drives and SATA or near-line SAS drives
• FC drives and SATA drives 

• SSD tier for applications and data that require very 
high performance; only some applications benefit 
from the fast SSD tier; potential of overloading 
storage system

• SSD combined with automated tiering; uses SSD 
more efficiently for applications

• SSD as cache for active data or hotspots; ensures 
efficient SSD use for all apps; prevents system 
overload

• No single points of failure
• All critical components should be hot-swappable
• Ability to detect and alert on problems
• Self-healing capabilities

• RAID 1; most expensive but fast
• RAID 5; only a single disk can fail at any given time
• RAID 6; dual parity allows two concurrent drive 

failures; potentially slower write performance

• Snapshots to capture data changes
• Application integration of snapshots for transaction-

consistent restores
• Synchronous replication for high-availability failovers
• Asynchronous replication for long-distance data 

copies

• Thin provisioning only allocates physical storage
on writes

• Thin clones for storage-efficient clones that require 
physical disk storage for changes only 

• Data compression
• Deduplication to minimize redundant data

• Array-based storage virtualization

• Graphical management and monitoring tools; wizards

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

Determines to what degree 
a storage system can scale

Impacts what applications 
can be used with a storage
system

Provides both file-based and
block-based storage access
for greater efficiency

Enables flexible array 
partitioning

Provides a high-performance
tier

Ensures non-interrupted 
availability

Ensures high availability

Enables efficient data 
protection of data on the array

Reduces the amount of actual
physical disk storage required

Reduces the amount of 
required physical storage

Enables integration of existing
storage infrastructure

Simplifies storage administra-
tion and enables IT generalists
to manage storage systems

BUYER’S CHECKLIST: MIDRANGE STORAGE ARRAYS
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the de facto high-performance drive standard. Any midrange array you consider
should support both high-performance and high-capacity drives within a single
enclosure. Needless to say, drives, like power supplies and fans, need to be hot-
swappable in a midrange array.

The ability to supplement midrange arrays with solid-state drives (SSDs) has
quickly evolved from nice-to-have to must-have. SSDs aren’t just embellishments
for high-end arrays; they’ve become more mainstream storage alternatives.
How SSD drives are supported in midrange storage systems varies significantly
among available products, so even if you don’t plan on configuring with solid-
state storage initially, you should look into it during your system evaluations.

The most basic method of 
incorporating SSD into midrange
arrays is by introducing solid-
state disk volumes, which are
then used for frequently accessed
data as a high-performance tier.
Relatively static in nature and
commensurately costly, this is 
a somewhat inefficient way of
leveraging expensive solid-state
drives and runs the risk of crushing the array with more I/Os and traffic than it
can handle. But if SSD is combined with automated tiering, you’ll need less SSD
and it can be used by all data while putting in place the necessary controls to keep
the array’s capacity from being overwhelmed. Some arrays use SSDs to automati-
cally move hotspots (very active blocks) from mechanical disks to SSDs. Others
leverage it as cache. Regardless of the approach, a key feature of automated tiering
is the ability to move data between tiers at a sub-volume or sub-LUN level. The
degree of efficiency of an automated tiering system is directly related to the
granularity of the data that can be moved between tiers.

Availability: With midrange arrays able to scale to hundreds of terabytes of 
capacity, uninterrupted availability is of utmost importance. Array features that
ensure continuous operation should top your evaluation list. To start with, the
storage system should have no single points of failure and all critical components
should be hot-swappable. Some other availability issues include:

• Can firmware updates be done while the system is in production or do they 
require scheduled downtime?

• Are there provisions in place to easily roll back firmware upgrades in case 
of unexpected problems with the latest code?

• To what extent is the storage system itself able to detect array problems 
and what actions can it take? Does it only provide notifications, or can it 
automatically correct certain problems (self-healing)?

Disk failures are the most likely failure to occur and they’re essentially inevitable.
Available RAID options and the ways they’re supported are important considerations
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nice-to-have to must-have.
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to reduce the risk of data loss. RAID 5 has been the most popular RAID choice in
data centers as it requires only one additional drive for parity information. But
RAID 5 doesn’t provide RAID protection during array rebuilds while recovering 
from a drive failure. RAID 6, with its dual parity drives and the ability to survive
two concurrent disk failures, is usually the more prudent choice. The added parity 
calculation in RAID 6 usually results in somewhat slower writes than RAID 5, but
performance greatly depends on how RAID 6 is implemented in the manufacturer’s
storage architecture—whether it’s in software, firmware, or by using firmware and
specialized ASICs for parity calculations.
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SPECIAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER

1) Know the bottom line
Watch out for hidden costs when buying a midrange array. All current and future
costs should be well understood beforehand. For example, you need to know what
features will be enabled on the storage system. In most cases, features like dedupli-
cation, compression and thin technologies are paid options, and they’re licensed 
either by device or capacity. Have a good understanding of the support fees through
the product’s expected lifetime. With some vendors, support costs increase the longer
you own the array, especially after three years.

2) See if support is up to snuff
Do extra research into the technical support the array vendor provides. Technical sup-
port, warranty and support policies are as important as the product itself. If the array
will hold tens or hundreds of terabytes of your company’s data, getting immediate
support is a must. Favor vendors with proactive support, where the array automatically
“phones home” to report problems to the vendor. Clearly understand how disk and
controller failures are handled, and the vendor’s ability to dispatch parts and support
staff. Contact the vendor’s reference customers to check on their support experience,
especially if you’re considering an array offering from a smaller or lesser-known vendor.

3) Read their roadmaps
Ask vendors to present product roadmaps during your evaluations. See when the 
system you’re considering was released and find out if it will soon be replaced by a
next-generation product. Although vendors may not share those types of details, by
discussing roadmaps you’ll be able to read between the lines if the product has a future
or if it’s on its way out. You’ll also learn if the vendor’s strategy aligns with your require-
ments. For instance, if your focus is on thin technologies and deduplication, but the
vendor’s focus is on storage virtualization, the product is probably not a good match.
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Snapshotting and replication are expected features in midrange arrays, and
they’re indispensable to protect the massive amounts of data midrange arrays
can hold, and to meet the recovery time objectives (RTOs) and recovery point 
objectives (RPOs) required for business continuity. Midrange arrays differ in how
many snapshots they support, the storage requirements for snapshots and the
application integration that ensures transaction-consistent recovery. While 
most midrange storage systems support asynchronous replication, support for
synchronous replication, required for high-availability failover to a nearby system
(usually within 50km or less), is less prevalent.

MONEY-SAVING FEATURES

Thin technologies, mainly thin provisioning and to some extent thin clones, are
now supported by many midrange storage systems. The ability to provision large
volumes that are virtual in nature and then allocate actual physical storage as
needed enables cost savings by reducing the amount of required physical storage.
Thin clones that require only physical storage for changed data minimize physical
storage requirements for cloned environments such as non-production clones,
but also for virtual machine image clones. The value of thin technologies can’t
be overstated, as they can help you to avoid substantial expenses. 

Compression and deduplication are two additional features that will help you 
get the most value out of your data storage system. Akin to thin clones, data
such as virtual machine images will show the greatest benefits of compression
and deduplication. Not widely available on midrange arrays yet, data reduction
technologies are clearly becoming a must-have. “If I had to buy a midrange 
array today, I would definitely look at dedupe,” ESG’s Peters said.

Virtualization, a hallmark of the high end, is available on some midrange storage
systems. Being able to attach existing storage to your new array via storage virtual-
ization lets you leverage existing storage infrastructure by pooling resources.

Simplified management and ease of use, unlike the other cost-saving features,
reduce costs by making it easier to manage and maintain the storage system.
Midrange arrays are usually maintained by IT generalists rather than storage 
specialists; therefore, array management and monitoring should be closely 
scrutinized during your evaluation. You’ll need to determine if your existing staff
will easily be able to support the new system, or if a significant training effort 
or even additional staff will be required. 2

Jacob Gsoedl is a freelance writer and a corporate director for business systems. 
He can be reached at jgsoedl@yahoo.com.
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